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1st International Art Triennial Unpredictable Futures UFNA
The 1st International Art Triennial Unpredictable Futures is a project of visions and research that
responds to the current issues of the space and Anthropocene era focused on predicting life outside the Earth. The project is implemented in Molėtai and its environs, the town which, thanks to
Lithuanian scientists and artists already several decades ago, became a place of visual, pragmatic, prognostic, ontological, and other connections with space. The 1st International Art Triennial
Unpredictable Futures (UFNA) will search for answers to the question of what the world of the
future will be.
Interactions between the matter and bodies, cosmic light and sound, alpha, beta, and other particles, black holes, gravity, and other space experiences will be embodied in artifacts. With the
help of traditional and interdisciplinary media, triennial participants worldwide will present their
work, identify their relationship with space, their own, and other bodies, explore innovative materials and technologies, or even use the enigmatic X (12) dimension. The triennial presents art and
design objects, artistic research from more than 60 artists, and art researchers from Denmark,
Iran, Canada, Lithuania, New Zealand, Pakistan, Sweden, Switzerland, Germany, Finland, and
Romania. The research project DRAFTS: Design Research Artifacts in the Context of Exhibition is
a part of the UFNA Art Triennial that presents emerging topics in the field of fashion and textile
design.
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Sound art performance for homemade, electro-acoustic sound objects by Simonas Nekrošius at the UFNA opening, 2021
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Linnea Bågander (Sweden)
Fragmented, 2019
Series of videos
This study aims to define design parameters for body-based temporal designs.
Through 30 sketches on the hand, the body of work allows for patterns to emerge
and be defined. A selection of the individual experiments is discussed by placing the
examples together with the purpose to define, problematize or motivate a particular finding. Two methodological parameters are defined: arrangement and attachment. The purpose of this study is to detect methods that enable transformations
of the form of the body into other moving forms. In such a process, body movement
is used as a material that requires a knowledge of the body as another type of form,
as a temporal form, a form that moves and changes in expressions.
Linnea Bågander is a Ph.D. in Artistic Research, Fashion Design at the Swedish
School of Textiles. Through collaborations within the field of dance, she is exploring
dress as a performative element. She works with movement, materials, and bodies, how they co-exist and together create expressions and experiences. Her work
ranges from how material interprets and expresses the body’s movements to how
materials give impressions, inspiration, and movements to the body and how this
enables new bodies entwined with materials. Before starting her Ph.D. program,
she worked with dance, performative art, and film as a costume and set designer.

Photo credits: Linnea Bågander
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Jurga Barilaitė (Lithuania),
Karolis Tamošiūnas (Lithuania)
Cloud chamber. 2020
A homemade instrument. Glass, wool, isopropyl alcohol, plastic lid for a coffee
pot, Peltier semiconductor elements, CPU cooler, PC power supply unit, metal box
The cloud chamber was created in the 1920s and has facilitated the discovery of
particles such as the positron (1932), muon (1936), and kaon (1947). For each of
these discovered particles, cosmic rays were the ionizing source. Cosmic rays are
the only material object we receive from outside of our solar system apart from
light. The higher energy cosmic rays generate more secondary particles.
The cloud chamber is designed to detect and monitor the movement of these particles. The chamber is filled with almost pure isopropyl alcohol, and alpha or beta
rays traveling through this medium become visible due to condensation. Because of
a relatively large temperature difference at the top and the bottom of the chamber,
the concentration of alcohol vapor increases until it exceeds the dew point, and then
passing particle produces a luminescent trace similar to the white plane traces in
the sky. The alpha rays leave a wide and straight trace, while the beta rays trace is
thinner and deviating. Cloud chambers were widely used in science until the middle
of the 20th century. Later, with the introduction of bubble chambers for radioactive
particle monitoring, cloud chambers lost their earlier popularity and were dismantled in most laboratories.
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Photo credits: Vidmina Stasiulytė

Erika Blomgren (Sweden),
Andreas Eklöf (Sweden),
Clemens Thornquist (Sweden)
Body – Matter – Movement. 2018
Series of digital collages. Video
This work aims to expand on the tradition of body-centered philosophical frameworks by introducing an alternative methodological foundation — a language — of
body-matter expressions and functions. The language introduced therefore proposes a methodological foundation for embodied expression wherein the act of wearing
constitutes the wearer as much as the wearer constitutes the wear. As an alternative to or expansion of such frameworks, working as structures underlying a system
of meaning based on a method of conversation or debate for a detailed treatment
of a particular subject, a method of working in a more indirect and abstract manner
was therefore preferred. The language was therefore derived and constructed not
on symbols and words but on figures, on shapes, in the form of a notation system.
Clemens Thornquist is a professor in fashion design at the Swedish School of Textiles,
University of Borås. Thornquist’s research spans fashion, art and organization with
the aim to develop fashion design through experimental research methods. Focus of
the research is to develop new foundations for fashion design through methodological
developments published in several forms of educational tools and volumes. Thornquist is also the Adjunct Professor at the RMIT, School of Architecture and Design.
Erika Blomgren is a lecturer and researcher in fashion and textile design at the Swedish School of Textiles in Borås. She was trained as a fashion designer at The Swedish
School of Textiles, University of Borås, where she received a bachelor diploma and
gained 10 years of experience, working professionally as a fashion designer. Since
2013 she coordinates the BA program in Fashion Design at the Swedish School of Textiles. Current research investigates methods of reuse and remanufacturing in higher
education as well as sketching methods for body, material and movement relations.
Andreas Eklöf works as a designer at Peak Performance in Stockholm. He was
trained as a fashion designer at The Swedish School of Textiles, University of Borås,
where he received a master diploma. Eklöf’s mission is to make useful, responsible
and timeless design for an active life style and his ideas are related to situations in
everyday life, clothes or out door activities. This inspires him to make design decisions on how to improve productions and the use user experience to the better.
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Video still: Erika Blomgren, Andreas Eklöf, Clemens Thornquist

Eglė Ganda Bogdanienė (Lithuania)
Liberation. 2014–2021
Series of performances. Videos

The work reflects a discussion on the topic of existential phenomenology. How can
one know oneself by knowing one’s body and the close and distant environment it
inhabits? The artist grounds her work in the theory of Maurice Jean Jacques Merleau-Ponty, one of the most prominent philosophers of existential phenomenology,
that empirical observation and idealism can merge into one in search of the new
forms of cognition and different ways of knowing.
The artist’s “other” medium through which she learns is the fabric. After testing
a wide variety of textiles during the performances, the artist has employed a wide
variety of materials for this work: stretch, elastic, leftover, rough, natural (plant
or animal), artificial fiber soft fabric, as well as a non-woven wool material which
when close to the body sneaks into the mouth, irritates, interferes with living and
functioning, suffocates, impedes movement, causes sweating and suffering simulating other situations in life or encounters with a person.
This question is posed to oneself and the viewers, watching the dynamic struggle
and the drastic desire to break free from optical bags, using the process to learn
about yourself and the others. Impulsive, hysterical, purposeful attempt to liberation is a desire that is both expressive and chaotic at the same time. Why? Feel the
freedom? What is freedom? Freedom from what? For what purpose? Yet, maybe
the phenomenon of freedom cannot be subjected to logical dissecting analysis of
meaning and defies algorithms for solving the issue of captivity.

Photo credits: Jacques Crenn ir Shalvak
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Bronius Bružas (Lithuania)
Allegorical cycle. 1984
Series of 8 stained glass objects. Thin colored glass, lead.
Molėtai Astronomical Observatory. Architect V. Lisauskas
Stained glass object for the Astronomical Observatory in Molėtai by B. Bružas is
within his usual artistic realm – massive historical, allegorical narrative in objects.
Artist pursued a complex goal of telling the history of astronomy and the legends
around it. This series span multiple eras and periods, continents, and characters,
both legendary and real: goddess Urania, Lithuanian sages, historical characters,
and even the director of the Observatory scientist Gunaras Kakaras. The figures
seem to be floating in the air armed with all possible ancient and state–of–the art
observatory equipment pointing at the sky. The oldest symbols of astrology and the
Aztec calendars alternate with the signs of astronautics and futurology. Both the
figures and objects are painted by the artist with the lead oxide on white and yellow
glass, giving the impression of old book illustrations. The motifs are concentrated
at the top of the stained-glass windows - the exact shape of the narrow and high
windows emphasizes the dashing movement. The more significant parts of the window consisting of the lead lattice ornament filled with clear glass, through which
the fields and the sky can be seen. The cycle of the observatory emphasizes two
contrasting characteristics of Bružas artistic style – rationality and romanticism
(Based on Raminta Jurėnaitė text about Bronius Bružas).
Bronius Bružas - Lithuanian stained-glass classic - was born in 1941 in Rokiškis.
In 1967 he graduated from the Lithuanian Art Institute. He worked at the Vilnius Art
Production Facility, Sculpture, and Monumental Art Studio in Vilnius. Since 1966 he
has participated in exhibitions in Lithuania and abroad (Finland, Poland, Japan, the
Czech Republic, Austria). 2006-2008 Bružas taught at the Vilnius Academy of Arts.
Created stained glass and stained-glass series for more than 60 public, sacral, private buildings interiors (History of Lithuanian Medicine theme at the Red Cross Hospital (1974, Vilnius), Ministry of Culture of the Republic of Lithuania (1985, Vilnius),
Fishermen’s Culture Palace (Kamchatka Petropavlovsk, 1990), St. George’s Church
(1993–2001, Warsaw), Chapel of the Catherine Monastery (1999, Kaunas), Embassy
of the Republic of Lithuania (1994, Moscow), Vatican, British, Ukrainian Embassies
(1988–1996, Vilnius), private interiors in Chicago, Boston, Helsinki, Warsaw, Tokyo,
Geneva (1989–2000). His stained-glass compositions are well integrated with the
architecture of the building through composition, style, and motifs. (Based on the
Lithuanian Universal Encyclopedia)
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Photo credits: Andrius Grigalaitis

Cooltūristės (Lithuania)
Women on the Moon. 2019
Video installation in 3 parts: the last day on Earth (I), Moon Mission (II),
Cooltūristės Colony in Space (III). Filmed at the Lithuanian Museum of
Ethnocosology
Now NASA is racing to land the first woman on the Moon in the year 2024, implementing a program named Artemis after Apollo’s twin sister. After learning of this, the group decided to act since an overheated planet can‘t wait.
The Moon mission of Cooltūristės starts now. Women will save the world!
A group of anonymous artists Cooltūristės was founded in 2005 in Vilnius. The title
refers to “cool,” culture, tourism, and female bodybuilder (“kultūristė” in Lithuanian).
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Still from video: Cooltūristės

Tomas Daukša (Lithuania)
A system out of balance with the feedback. 2021
Installation of interactive objects, performance

In his work, moving, squeaking, meowing creatures bustle on the ground, and it is
difficult to understand whether it is a new generation of drones, or astronaut toys
for the cheering up of daily spaceship routine, or unidentified objects.
Tomas Daukša is a young Lithuanian artist who recently obtained a doctorate from
the Vilnius Academy of Arts. In his works, the artist seeks connections between different systems and their elements. He studies existing electronic, biological, community systems, and with the dedication of the scientist, documents ongoing phenomena, creates models without seeking objective facts or evidence of existence.
The viewer is often involved in a fantastic, unpredictable performance, focusing on
the process itself.
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Photo credits: Vidmina Stasiulytė

Das Vegas (Lithuania)
Metaphone. 2010
Documents, painting, watercolors on paper
Metaphone project explores the connection between body and machine. Presented is the documented process of creation when machines and humans connect
and the resulting paintings on paper of these interactions. Contact between machines and humans has posed a challenge for many generations and has been
explored differently. The project Metaphone investigates the evocative connection
of the machine and body using the artistic and the scientific perspective. The resulting art object reflects the divergence between being human and the machine
and raises the issue of authorship in such interaction.
The Metaphone consists of an interactive apparatus, which implements painting
technique and sonic art. The apparatus acts as an actuator and produces pictorial artworks by interacting with the audience through sensors. In the first phase,
artworks are generated from the incoming data, and simultaneously the data gets
translated into color scale. During the second phase, audio is generated from the
painting by analyzing visual image based on color recognition and gets translated
into sound, creating evocative soundscapes.
This work is an interactive process based on computational models allowing input
from the audience experiencing the machine. Authorship is a potentially broad
concept, and in this context, it embraces questioning who the creator of the art
is: the artist, the machine that interactively created the output, or the participants
spontaneously providing input to the machine.
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Photo credits: Vidmina Stasiulytė

Delia Dumitrescu (Romania)
Textile Digital Crafting. 2020-2021
Textile objects
Digital modelling and material fabrication in textile design processes are commonly linked to conventional methods to create structural designs in weaving or
knitting. “Textile digital crafting” presents an exploration of hybrid methods to
create structural textiles which combines a fused methodology between additive
3D printing technology and industrial knitting. Combining 3D printing to textile
technology is a step forward to democratize the textile fabrication processes which
generally use advanced industrial machines to create intricate textiles design.
Here 3D printing is a substitute for conventional textile fabrication technology.
As result, the hybrid material library generated in this project illustrates some of
the variety of the emergent expressions which are situated at the intersection of
these technologies and design processes. Enhanced textural expressions in knit
result from the self-folding and -forming of the surfaces which can relate in scale
to the body, objects or spaces–by that exceeding the constraints of knit. Likewise,
soft textile qualities combined to the bending properties of the 3D printed textures
allow to integrate changeable materials, generate delicate textures and achieve
rich color combinations when two design spaces meet in the textile design process.
Delia Dumitrescu is a professor in textile design at the Swedish School of Textiles, University of Borås (UB). Her research focuses on the development of novel textiles design methods and aesthetics using a cross-disciplinary approach
which combines textile technology to digital fabrication. Her cross-disciplinary
approach to the field and knowledge in textile structures enabled her to develop
new bio-based and computational materials for diverse applications from body to
interiors and space. Dumitrescu is the Scientific Director for the Research School
in Fashion and Textiles at UB and the Director of Studies for the international
research school ArcInTexETN, a Marie Skłodowska Curie granted EU action
(www.arcintexetn.eu); she is also coordinator of the academic network ArcInTex
(www.arcintex.se) and head of the Smart Textiles Design lab (STDL, ww.stdl.se).
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Photo credits: Vidmina Stasiulytė

Julija Frodina (Lithuania)
From a 2D plane to a 3D object — from
traditional crafts to contemporary art. 2015
A pair of shoes. Three-dimensional (3D) modeling technology, plastic, metal
A pair of shoes was created using three-dimensional (3D) modeling technology,
constructed with the RHINO program, and printed from plastic. The same designs,
traditional and innovative technologies were used to create the classic handmade
shoe model. This work analyzes the uniqueness and importance of different areas of design, which will become even more relevant in the future. After all, until
very recently, designers and artisans used specialized tools to create products:
shoemakers, jewelers had their tools, while graphic designers still used standard
computer programs. Most likely, an architect aspiring to a fashion design project,
for example, constructing footwear or creating jewelry, would use the same program they employ every day to construct buildings and interiors, just as modern
jewelers create articles using computer-based architecture programs.

Photo credits: Andrius Grigalaitis
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Ričardas Krištapavičius (Lithuania),
Andrius Gediminas Gudaitis (Lithuania),
Algimantas Kuzma (Lithuania)
Reconstruction of the Lithuanian Museum of
Ethnocosmology. 2008
Drawings
After the reconstruction based on the ideas of architect Ričardas Krištopavičius, Andrius Gudaitis, and sculptor Algimantas Kuzma in 2007–2008, the exterior
of the museum complex of the Lithuanian ethnocosmology changed significantly
from the original built in 1978. The museum took on cosmic forms. At the foot
of the mountain, a “flying saucer” was constructed - an ellipsoid decorated with
matte aluminum sheets with portholes placed on a glass stylobate. This annex
houses visitor space, a waiting room, ticket offices, a conference hall, a café, and
a souvenir shop. This is where the visitors’ journey through the museum begins.
Another openwork glass ellipsoid, reminiscent of an alien spaceship, was erected
on two 30-meter-high museum towers. It has an observation deck that can be
reached by a high-speed elevator and has one of the largest telescopes open for
the public in Europe.
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Photo credits: Eglė Ganda-Bogdanienė

PUTUT
(Stephan Friedli, Switzerland &
Ulrik Martin Larsen, Denmark)
Covered Objects. 2018
Installation
In this series of objects, the relationship between object and image is explored
through transposing, separating and redeﬁning intrinsic properties of the object.
Essential parts have been removed and replaced with draped images of what
was there or what could have been there. By adding a new physical layer, the
object at-tains a new narrative and challenges its own meaning or perception, in
some cas-es commenting on its “mortality” whilst hiding or revealing itself.
Transient ob-jects obtain permanence. Choosing objects such as “fruit, ﬂowers
and mirrors,” is also a direct reference of “classical still life paintings” where
objects traditionally are imbued with symbolic meaning.
In their artistic practice PUTPUT (Stephan Friedli, CH and Ulrik Martin
Larsen, DK) explore our immediate surroundings and the objects we use,
abuse, admire and interact with in everyday life. Often entering a negotiation
or interrogation with specific objects to fully examine what they are and what
they may become. Ideas are exhausted distilled and refined to accomplish
works that are self-explanatory, ambiguous and profoundly superficial.

Photo credits: Stephan Friendli, Ulrik Martin
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Andrius Grigalaitis (Lithuania),
Solveiga Gutautė (Lithuania)
Words missing. 2021
Video
When all language disappears, all communication, only existential reflection
is left. Least explored space is human and his/her calling on this Earth.
The deepest constellations ...
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Video still: Andrius Grigalaitis ir Solveiga Gutautė

Solveiga Gutautė (Lithuania)
Memory Box from Planet Earth, I and II. 2021
Porcelain, Metal. Memory Box from Planet Earth. 			
Homo sapiens. Hair, metal
This work is a grotesquely ironic comment on services that are praised as investments in health or yourself. When imagining the future and life on other planets,
it is very likely that demand for current earthly services will disappear, while distant great-grandchildren will re-tell imaginary stories about them. “I got these
porcelain teeth along with an inheritance from my great-grandfather who lived
on Earth. They fed on plants and animals and needed teeth to grind the food.” or
“I got this hair along with an inheritance from my great-grandmother who lived
on Earth. In my grandmother’s days, people grew hair, cut it, and changed their
hairstyles according to the fashion of that year.”
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Photo credits: Andrius Grigalaitis

Kazimieras Inčirauskas (Lithuania)
Repeat after me, children. 2009
Wool, cotton. Knitting, experimental animation
The title of the work in Lithuanian is the phrase of a folk game and reference to
Lithuanian circle dance games. The reconstructions of these games often use
19th-century costumes decorated with classic Lithuanian folk patterns.
The repetitive rhythmic composition, symbolic modularity, and musicality are
essential characteristics of this national identity phenomenon while also reminding classic expressions of the first video games. This intuitive similarity of graphic
synthesis is evident in both media - the 19th-century textile motifs and the video
games of the ’90s. Using this design solution in clothing objects (sweaters, socks)
- the author draws attention to the symbolic and utilitarian functions in Lithuanian
textile.
Generative methods, synthesis of different media, and transformations are developing within a creative narrative of Kazimieras Inčirauskas. Thematically, the
author is focused on the change of the concept of individual privacy determined by
automation and reflecting national identity in an ever more global world.
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Photo credits: Andrius Grigalaitis

Feliksas Jakubauskas (Lithuania)
The Garden of the Universe. 2021
Wool, silk, viscose, mixed media, tapestry and strip weaving
Textile artist Feliksas Jakubauskas draws inspiration from the surrounding world
and personal experiences. He creates the impression of space on the surface of
a smooth tapestry to convey the awe he experiences in the face of the unpredictable grandeur of nature and the constant shift of its states. The order, mystery,
and eternity of the world and the universe inspire many of Jakubauskas’ works.
Various natural or personal states are expressed in geometric forms in these tapestries, using a combination of classical tapestry and Lithuanian strip weaving,
elaborated into a contemporary art form.

Photo credits: Andrius Grigalaitis
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Audrius Janušonis (Lithuania)
Extinguish the crown of fake stars. Watch. 2021
Ceramics
On the cold and dark surface of the artist Andrius Janušonis’ watch, the hands are
replaced by the French baguette. The piece questions time and space with a bit
of humor, playfully teasing the viewer. What to choose - the usual time, or maybe another - the XII dimension? Audrius Janušonis is the creator of conceptual
Lithuanian ceramics. His ceramic objects often only pretend to be modest objects
with decorative purposes. Enigmatic works, sometimes originating in unfamiliar
places, using parts of deformed proportions or conjoined objects of different natures, created using leaking glaze and other unexpected ways of decorating, expand the perception of ceramics as an everyday object, but pushes back the limits
of standard thought.

Photo credits: Andrius Grigalaitis
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Emilis Jonaitis (Lithuania)
The invisible side of plastic. 2021
3D graphics. Video
Humanity started producing plastics just a few decades ago, yet it has become
an integral part of our daily lives. However, discarded plastic products do not decompose for hundreds of years and often do not even reach landfills or recycling
plants. Fine plastic particles are found in the depths of the oceans, animals, and
even our bodies.
The film introduces the problem of micro-plastics and invites us to reflect upon
possible future scenarios in a world full of plastics. The piece examines the incompatibility and integration of microplastics with life and changes in ecosystems
and evolutionary factors. The film was created using only computer 3D graphics
but based on real photos. The chosen technique reveals minute details and factors
invisible to humans. The film was created in collaboration with the international
project “Plastic Justice,” which included lectures and workshops with scientists
and designers from various European countries.

Video still: Emilis Jonaitis
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Gunaras Imantas Kakaras (Lithuania)
Confrontation with the Unknown. A story about
Gunaras Imantas Kakaras. 2021
Video. Authors of the film: Eglė Ganda Bogdanienė and Andrius Grigalaitis.

The future is always unknown. But the aggregate result of all new possibilities for humanity is also simply unpredictable - the uncertainty of the future.
Uncertainty regarding the origins of life
1. Did principles that caused the inception of life (still unknown to us) originate in
the Big Bang?
2. Is life conceived as monogenesis in the form of organic life known to us?
3. Is life a result of polygenesis, and there are forms of life not yet known to us?
4. Does life consistently achieve mind, consciousness, and intellect?
5. What is the highest possible level of mind and intellect in the Universe?
6. What is the frequency of life and mind in the Universe?
Gunaras Imantas Kakaras - Lithuanian astronomer, ethnocosmologist, doctor of
science. Born in 1939 in Padaičiai (Pabiržė, Biržai county). After graduating from
Vilnius University in 1962, he worked at the Institute of Physics of the Lithuanian
Academy of Sciences until 1990 and 1969 at the Molėtai Observatory. He is one of
the founders of the Lithuanian Museum of Ethnocosmology, established in 1990,
and its director (1990–2019). From 1988 member of the “Sąjūdis” (Lithuanian independence movement).
His most important scientific work is in the field of stellar photometry and the
popularization of astronomical science.G. Kakaras has written several books
(One Hundred Riddles of Astronomy (1967), Astrophysics (et al., 1977)), also
numerous popular science and science articles.

Still from video: Eglė Ganda Bogdanienė and Andrius Grigalaitis
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Nauris Kalinauskas (Lithuania)
MILD 01; 02. 2007
Table. Glass, metal
This design object is a table-picture hung on the wall, which does not take up
space. It’s narrow, intimate, designed for two persons, induces royal experience
when sitting in front of each other. Lithuanian motifs and weaving techniques were
used for decoration. This piece started a series of table-pictures presented at the
design exhibition “100%” in London.
Nauris Kalinauskas is one of the most prominent Lithuanian designers. After
graduating from Vilnius Gediminas Technical University (1992) and Vilnius Academy of Arts (1996), he began his career in advertising. Since 1996 created furniture and interiors, actively participated in design competitions, exhibitions in
Lithuania and abroad. His name for over 15 years has been inseparable from
the brand he founded in 2000 - design studio Contraforma. Nauris Kalinauskas carpet “Imperial,” chair “Mutabor,” shelf “Quad,” table-painting “Mild” has
become of the Lithuanian design. The sofa series “Logo” won the first international award, “Red Dot” for Lithuania (2007).

Photo credits: Andrius Grigalaitis
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Svenja Keune (Germany)
On Textile Farming: Living in a Prototype. 2019
Video
The video illustrates the use of textile artifacts and the house prototype within the
artistic research “On Textile Farming”. As continuous prototypes, the textiles and
the space serve as artifacts that are lived with, explored, and adjusted in the everyday. They create open-ended events for e.g., plants, insects, and people which
means that the textiles create an environment that invites living actors to express
themselves and be recognized by human inhabitants. The observations then lead
to new perspectives to multispecies textile design and potential forms of cohabitation.
Svenja Keune is a postdoctoral researcher at the Swedish School of Textiles, University of Borås, in Sweden and at the Centre for Information Technology and Architecture (CITA) at the Royal Danish Academy of Fine Arts Schools of Architecture, Design and Conservation in Copenhagen, where she is currently working
on ‘Designing and Living with Organisms (DLO)’, a 3 year project funded by an
international postdoc grant from the Swedish Research Council. During her PhD
project “On Textile Farming” within the MSCA ArcInTexETN, and in order to explore alternative ways of living that the textile plant hybrids propose, she built
and moved into a Tiny House on Wheels to live together with the research experiments. Her current interests include post-anthropocentric perspectives to textile
and spatial design, additive manufacturing, multi-species relationships, design
ethics, permaculture design processes, plant cultivation and biology.

Still from video: Svenja Keune
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Saulius Kirvela (Lithuania)
Series Echo of the vision. 2007
Digital and analog photography
They looked for something missing from everyday life, maybe an escape, and discovered this other world—the world at our feet, and maybe under our feet. Many
are searching for answers looking towards the sky while I present what is below.
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Remigijus Kriukas
Indrė Stulgaitė-Kriukienė (Lithuania)
Wind in the moonlight, I-VII. 2019-2020
Free forming of hot glass. Installation
Observing, wondering, and listening to the daily life environment, forms, sounds,
surfaces are most inspirational. Every day I can see a world made from glass
all around. Glass shapes are based on minor details that live in my imaginary
aesthetic visions. Some visions are very bright and robust and happen instantly.
Others are constructed step by step, form, and transform into transparent, glossy
shapes. After that, the original form wrestles with the author and time.
Remigijus and Indrė Kriukai is an artistic duo living in Panevėžys. They have
founded their glass art studio Glasremis in 2000, which produces decorative glass
molds, glass and combination objects for interior and exterior, glass sculptures,
and more. Artists actively participate in exhibitions in Lithuania, Latvia, Estonia,
Russia, Ukraine, Germany, Finland, Denmark, Sweden, USA, Holland, Luxembourg, Bulgaria, and other countries.

Photo credits: Eglė Ganda-Bogdanienė
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Marjan Kooroshnia (Iran)
On Textile Printing with Smart Textiles. 2019
Interactive installation
Marjan Kooroshnia investigates different methods to create diverse color-changing effects on textiles. The exhibited pieces show the design properties and potentials of thermochromic colors and photochromic inks when printed on textiles
to expand the range of color-changing effects offered by them on textiles and
facilitate communication regarding the understanding of and design with smart
colors.
Marjan Kooroshnia is a color researcher and senior lecturer in textile design at
the Swedish School of Textiles, University of Borås. Her research area is color
and light, focusing on how they affect the process of designing dynamic surface
patterns. In her Ph.D. project, she explored the design properties and potentials
of smart colors when printed on textiles in order to expand the range of colorchanging effects offered.
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Lida Kuzmienė (Lithuania)
Bioniclas. 2009
Raku technique, copper, silver glazes
A Bionicle is a mechanical toy designed to develop and expand children’s imagination and fantasy. The toy simulates the structure and movement of the human
body, while existential powers and limits are transcended. This toy is a robot warrior. Armed with the latest technology, protected by armor, capable of overcoming
death, constantly revived after dying. Maybe it’s not a fantasy, but a vision that will
help mature a new way of being for the future humans and allow them to conquer
outer space?
Raku and black ceramics are the favorite technologies of the artist. These objects
of coarse and straightforward clay are similar to those molded by people in antiquity. “Once upon a time, they were practical and useful in everyday life; today, they
are much more mysterious and have acquired a kind of archaic
mystique,” says the artist.

Photo credits: Andrius Grigalaitis
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Karin Landahl (Sweden)
Knitted garment-knot nr. 4. 2015
Textile object
Questioning the starting point for form thinking when textile and form is one, the
knitted knot is a suggestion of using invariants as an alternative foundation for
form development. The knot-invariant is in this artifact used as the guiding principle for form-building, a concrete form-thinking developing both action and expression.
Karin Landahl is a senior lecturer in textile and fashion design at the Swedish
School of Textiles, focusing on knits as construction and form building. She defended her Ph.D. thesis, The myth of the silhouette - on form thinking in knitwear
design in 2016. Karin is questioning the starting point for form thinking when textile and form are one; the knitted knot suggests using invariants as an alternative
foundation for form development.

Photo credits: Vidmina Stasiulytė
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Erin Lewis (Canada)
Radiant Textile Antennas. 2020
Textile objects. Video. Sound
The Tetrapodic Dress is a full-body wearable antenna that increases the sensing
radius of the body. The antenna extends the circumference of the body by nearly 2
metres through the positioning of the legs outwards and away from the wearer’s
body, thereby augmenting the sensing boundary of the body as it meshes with
electromagnetic space.
Supra is a knitted textile antenna that is worn as a face mask. It has high textile
volume and uneven surface qualities that afford a quality of movement through
the knitted copper yarn loops. Through the circuit, high frequencies are translated
to an electronic soundscape that the wearer can listen to on a pair of connected
headphones.
Tunneli is a knitted textile antenna that affords interaction through body movements and gestures using the arms. The two arms are connected through a
2-metre-long knitted tube to become a single radiant antenna. As Tunneli is manipulated through scrunching and expanding the tube, changes in electrical resistance modify the attenuation of the incoming frequencies. The frequencies that
are picked up are expressed sonically to the wearer via headphones.
Erin Lewis is a PhD student in Textile Design at The Swedish School of Textiles,
University of Borås, Sweden. Her PhD research explores electromagnetic textile
expressions through experimental design methods. Prior to her studies in Sweden, Erin taught wearable technology within the Faculty of Design at OCAD University (OCADU) in Toronto, Canada, and was a senior researcher within OCADU’s
wearable technology design lab, the Social Body Lab. She previously held the position of Manager of Education at Canada’s leading new media art gallery, Inter/
Access, in Toronto.

Photo credits: Vidmina Stasiulytė
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Anna Lidström (Sweden)
Swatches & Captions: Rebuilding Material
Descriptions Within Remake. 2020
Photography and text
Presented here are 4 series of garment-swatches that demonstrate the potential
of searching for different possibilities within the same material by scanning the
clothing waste. The scanner is a tool used to examine and uncover expressive
properties and potentials in garment materials. The swatch is the images that
the scanner creates. The caption is a material description from an aesthetical
perspective. The precision of the poetic line is a way to conceptualize the different
possibilities. The captions could become design instructions by themselves or in
combination with the swatches.
Anna Lidström is a designer and Ph.D. student at the Swedish School of Textiles,
University of Borås. She is working with artistic research within the field of sustainable fashion. The focus of her research is to explore and analyze the aesthetic
potential in clothing waste and surplus for new design expressions and functions,
and to develop foundational theoretical design methods for the remake. Since
2015, Anna is also the creative director at Re:Textile at Science Park Borås. A project that conducts both research and applied work, in concrete projects to investigate the commercial viability of re-design. A project that has the ambition to create structures for circular flows in the textile and fashion industry. Before starting
her Ph.D. program, Anna has previously worked as a design and stylist consultant
for major Swedish and international brands. She has also been involved in fashion
education, supervising several design and degree projects at the Swedish School
of textiles.

Photo credits: Anna Lidström
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Sandra Malaševičiūtė (Lithuania)
Whirligigs. 2004
Plexiglas, silver
The piece consists of a tray and twister-toys: 1. Transparent 2. Changes color by
turning purple (mixing blue with red) 3. Watermelon caramel, 4. Flying saucer, 5.
Chess-board, 6. Drop, 7. Skirt
Sandra Malaškevičiūtė is an artist-jeweler, whose works are distinguished both
by their special light humor and exclusive use of organic glass. She “usually plays
with everything.” Artist discovered this material during studies, and has not tired
of the opportunities it provides. Each of her exhibitions is like a small performance
where all participants are equally important: the objects, the exposition, the author and the audience. “We all revolve around our own axis,” says the author. For
those leaving for outer space, she offers a memory of a sweet life on Earth.

Photo credits: Andrius Grigalaitis
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Stefanie Malmgren de Oliveira (Germany)
Volume Piece. 2018
Photographies
The images are a part of a sequence called the Volume Piece created in 2018. A
puffer vest and 3 quilted rectangular panels are used in a 3D sketching process to
explore design ideas through the act of seeing. Rather than referring to the sense
of sight or visual perception, the act of seeing builds on the concept of the ‘inner
eye’ in the sense of imagination, discovery and direction of design ideas, which
are tested here in regard to concepts of form and material. The principal idea of
building volume is modified through accessory concepts like layering, crossing,
positioning, intertwining and twisting.
Stefanie Malmgren de Oliveira is a lecturer and researcher in fashion and textile
design at the Swedish School of Textiles in Borås, where she completed her practice-based Ph.D. in Fashion Design in 2018. Her dissertation investigated ‘Seeing’
as a methodological tool in the fashion design process as a foundation for ideation
and imagination. She was trained as a fashion designer at the Royal Academy
of Fine Arts in Antwerp, Belgium, where she received a bachelor and a master
diploma and gained professional experience at the fashion house Balenciaga in
Paris under the direction of Natacha Ramsay-Levi, with Nicolas Ghesquière as
creative director. Since 2018 she coordinates the MA program in Fashion and Textile Design at the Swedish School of Textiles. Her work was exhibited at the Textile
Museum in Borås 2018, where she curated the exhibition ‘Acts of seeing’. Current
research investigates methods of reuse and remanufacturing in higher education.

Photo credits: Jan Berg
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Holly McQuillan (New Zeeland)
Experiment 5, Holly McQuillan. 2019
Object
Woven textiles produced on a loom are almost always rectangular. So within this
constraint, the pattern pieces of an already conventionally ‘unfolded’ t-shirt pattern was selected and aligned the shoulders with an overlap to eliminate gaps between the pieces, and so that they fit within the repeat width without gaps (waste).
It is woven so that when cut and separated, it can create a shaped 2D pattern from
a rectangular 2D textile. This experiment was in response to the interaction between the limitation of a 40cm loom repeat and the adult human body. How can
the designer ’make space’ when there doesn’t appear to be any? The limitation of
the repeat became a ‘decisive constraint’ that forced the consideration of alternative strategies.
The physical Textile-form outcomes embody the systems thinking approach advocated for by Zero waste system thinking (ZWST). In ZWST, the kinds of methods
supported are only those that can be inherently zero waste (such as 3D knitting),
and where form, material, design and production are deeply entangled. To design
a Textile-form, the designer must understand the technological context it is situated in - ZWST asks that the role of the designer is expanded to encompass the
social and environmental context as well.
For Holly McQuillan, the most exciting space in design research is between systems thinking and textile-form thinking – it requires that the designer understand
and act at the level of the system while developing the product that will result from
that system. This multimorphic way of thinking is exemplified in her research
practice through woven textile-forms; which use materialities to structure, systemically investigate and articulate the alternate futures of a radically reimagined
material world.

Photo credits: Holly McQuillan
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Algirdas Mikutis (Lithuania)
The neolithic sun. 2021
Mammoth tusks, yew, amber, black oak, silver. Inlay
The objects displayed at the triennial exhibition use Neolithic and Bronze Age
drawings found in Palmyra, Tian Shan, the Caucasus, southern France, and eastern Siberia. Drawings reveal cosmological visions of the nameless ancient artists. The world’s tree symbolizes the past, present, and future, found in the ornamentation of various nations and Easter egg decorations. In Christianity, the tree
of the world took the form of a cross. The man depicted in his center became the
Savior. The dots arranged on the surface form a cross; they also symbolize four
directions and time flow. Round shapes are associated with the heliocentric beliefs of the Sun Cult. Algirdas Mikutis is a puppet theater director, a jeweler whose
improvisations are based on Lithuanian pagan mythology and the art of ancient
cultures. He creates objects depicting various beings of sleek forms and subtle
modeling.

Photo credits: Andrius Grigalaitis
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Kęstutis Musteikis (Lithuania)
Planets: Jupiter, Uranus, Saturn, Venus, Mars.
2014–2021
Sculptures. Steel, granite, foam, concrete, mesh, glue
A constantly developing composition of spatial objects depicting the planets of the
solar system is exhibited in the territory of the Lithuanian Museum of Ethnocosmology. Some objects like Jupiter, Uranus, Saturn, Venus, Mars have already been
created. While Neptune, Saturn’s rings, Mercury are still under construction. The
work will be completed by Planet Earth.
Planets are represented in relative sizes. From the smallest Mercury - 5 cm to the
largest Saturn featuring rings of almost 6 m in diameter. The surfaces, textures
and color of the planets were studied to create this composition. Kęstutis Musteikis is a well-known Lithuanian sculptor and creator of decorative sculptures in
public spaces. His pieces are characterized by laconic, generalized forms, expressive silhouette.

Photo credits: Andrius Grigalaitis
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Ieva Navikaitė (Lithuania),
Loreta Šveikauskiene (Lithuania)
20 - 150 Hz.
Interactive installation. Textile helmet, sound
The Piece “20-150Hz” is an interactive art installation consisting of 4 parts: a textile helmet, a soundtrack installed inside the helmet, an exhibit of photographs
of human heartbeat waveforms used in creating the soundtrack, and metal construction for adjusting the height of the textile helmet. The title of the piece refers
to the amplitude of sound frequency emitted by the beating human heart.
The primary function of this installation is to create an isolating environment that
allows the participant to concentrate on the soundtrack inside the textile object.
The main idea of the installation lies in the soundtrack. The sound piece starts
slowed with the abstract, unrecognizable sound of a heartbeat, which with passing time, slowly reshapes into a sound of the natural rhythm of a human heartbeat. This transition between the unnatural, unrecognizable, into natural heartbeat sound is an indirect message to the audience – a reminder to make time
for quality self-analysis and improved awareness of one’s environment from an
individual perspective.

Photo credits: Andrius Grigalaitis
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Simonas Nekrošius (Lithuania)
Sound art performance for homemade,
electro-acoustic sound objects. 2021
Performance
Simonas Nekrošius is a creator of sound objects and performances. He is an experimental artist, combining various disciplines in his pieces. In creative practice, he intensely focused is on process flow and improvisation—consistent use of
ready-made and do-it-yourself principles.

Photo credits: Vidmina Stasiulytė
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Elzė Sakalinskaitė - Beinaravičienė 			
(Lithuania)
From object to subject. 2021
Collection of health promoting accessories. Turbocaste, silver, metalized
threads, photographies
It is a collection of modern accessories that reflect the wearer’s personality and
provide a health-promoting function. In this piece, I want to focus on the lower
self-esteem of a person with a health disorder and question the problem of disability and the isolation of the disabled person from the rest of modern society.
The work aims to find a humane and socially responsible way to demonstrate individual disability. It would be perceived as an exceptional feature of human identity,
rather than disadvantage, by the disabled person and those around them, hoping
to enhance self-esteem.

Photo credits: Elzė Sakalinskaitė-Beinaravičienė
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Mykolas Sauka (Lithuania)
No title I, II, III. 2021
Sculptures. Wood
The exhibition features a series of wood carvings. The fully completed exhibit
should be thriving in abundance and profusion, reminding the workshops of folk
artisans or the interior of a wooden baroque church. The author associates the
Lithuanian tradition of wood carving, the hints of which can be found in these objects, with naivety and childhood. The archaic nature of hand-carving is especially
evident when confronted with modern technology, and this contrast will be even
more pronounced in the future.
These objects portray naivety and childhood, yet at the same time can be associated with something mysterious, unfamiliar, reminiscent of an embryo, an alien,
etc.

Photo credits: Andrius Grigalaitis
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Faseeh Saleem (Pakistan)
Knitted tube. 2020
Installation
The experimental explorations are based on the varied perception of the body
and body-material expressions. The research artifact Knitted Tube interaction
with various bodies questions the preconceived notions of the body in fashion and
textile design development. The results of the exploration are alternative methods for understanding the body as a central variable in fashion and textile design
practices. The body alternative provides freedom in design thinking and develops
idiosyncratic design methods for fashion and textile design.
Faseeh Saleem is currently enrolled as a doctoral student at the Swedish School
of Textiles, University of Borås. He is conducting his artistic research with a specialization in fashion and textile design. He is a designer, artist, researcher, and
academic who has been exploring various perspectives of Art & Design in different contexts. He graduated with a BA in Textile Design from Beaconhouse National University (BNU), Lahore, Pakistan. This further encouraged him to explore his
creative potential in both fields of textile and fashion. He later completed his MFA
in fashion and textile design with a specialization in textile design at the Swedish
School of Textiles, University of Borås. His works have been exhibited both nationally and internationally, in Lahore, Islamabad, Karachi, New Dehli, Dubai, Paris,
Hong Kong, Tallinn, Stockholm, and Borås. His current research explores the aesthetics of the body and its notions in fashion and textile development.

Photo credits: Faseeh Saleem
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Jolanta Sendaitė-Paulauskienė (Lithuania)
Amnion Shirt. 2021
Installation
The piece examines the Baltic mythology concept of “born in a shirt” – born lucky.
The amniotic sac that envelopes the fetus while growing in the womb became an
artistic focus for this work. The concept inspires examining different phenomena related to clothing besides its obvious function as a cultural artifact. And this
produced a connection with physiological phenomenon driven by human development, involving fluids, body tissues, microorganisms, and the processes that accompany them. All this symbiosis of the biological and cultural world reconnects
us to the mythological level, where entrenched the eternal narrative of feminine
transformation. It is a sacral transition from the inner space - the womb, into
the environment of the outer world and continued protection of that mysterious,
life-giving space belonging to the element of water.
It is a textile created by a symbiotic culture of bacteria and yeast called Scoby.
The fermentation process takes place with bacteria and yeast eating sugar and
tea. These strains survive only depending on each other, so they exist in a complex, mutually supportive symbiosis. Scoby is a bacterial cellulose mat that can
be grown to the desired size called a “mother.” Scoby “mother” is a collection of
living microorganisms that are sensitive to excess heat and cold. The “mother”
raises the “baby” of bacterial cellulose in one or two weeks. The symbiosis of bacteria and yeast creates cellulose yarns and weaves them together. The cultivation
of this bio-tissue, from which a “lucky shirt” will be made, can be thought of as a
ritual performed by a woman to provide continued protection to those entering the
world. For five months, I grew the Scoby textile for making the “lucky shirt” for my
husband, with we have three children.

Photo credits: Jolanta Sendaitė-Paulauskienė
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Rūta Spelskytė-Liberienė (Lithuania)
Parachute. 2021
Installation
Rūta Spelskytė is considered one of the most promising and interesting creators
of the young generation. Her artistic horizon was influenced by the Vilnius Art
Academy and her studies in Germany, France, Sweden, and Spain. She has a particular interest in failed conversations, misunderstandings, dialogical mistakes
between people, also connections between science and the world of extro-science
fiction, the reality unknowable with existing instruments and patterns of thought.
She uses rare specimens, emission of light and pigments, imagining future
alchemy, plants, animals, and senses trained or discovered.

Photo credits: Andrius Grigalaitis
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Holly McQuillan (New Zeeland)
Riikka Talman (Finland), Kathryn Walthers
(New Zeeland), Karin Peterson (Sweden)
Experiment 0. 2020
Photographies
These tunics began in clay through a process called ‘reverse crafting’ (Peterson,
2020), where an analogue garment form is produced relating to the physical human body. This form was 3D scanned, and ‘flattened’ into a layered 2D textile
design in CLO3D. The flattened design was combined with weave structures that
enable the 2D fabric, once woven on a jacquard loom, to be cut and expanded out
into a 3D garment form without sewing or other ‘assembly’ methods. This process
uses heat reactive yarns, which enable greater control over the resulting form.
The first tunic, once woven, cut and expanded
For Holly McQuillan, the most exciting space in design research is between systems thinking and textile-form thinking – it requires that the designer understand
and act at the level of the system while developing the product that will result
from that system.
Riikka Talman’s PhD-research explores combining dynamic materials with textile
structures to create textiles with an inherent ability change over different timespans, suggesting alternative ways of designing and perceiving textiles that accept change as one of their qualities.
Kathryn Walters is a Ph.D. researcher in the field of smart textile design. Her work
explores woven textiles as complex systems, capable of transformative and reactive behaviour based on the synergistic combination of their materials and structure, while simultaneously seeking to investigate the potential three-dimensional
morphologies that can arise and derive from flat-woven textiles. Her research
aims to demonstrate the potential for emergent behaviour as an alternative to
electronic smart textiles.
Karin’s work seeks to relate alternative materials and mediums to processes of
dress. It speculates the relationship between textile properties and the notion of
form giving and surface crafting as a simultaneous action through material and
immaterial processes aimed at the conception of textile things.
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Milena Pirštelienė (Lithuania)
Water. 2020
White clay, porcelain, drawing with pigment, metal, electric firing
Water is a constant object for Milena Pirštelienė reflections. It perfectly mirrors
individuals’ feelings and inner states, it affects our body and thoughts, and water
is multifaceted and changing. Water is a symbol of the beginning and the end and
substance towards which humans assign sacral meanings. It is the most abundant compound on Earth, and when found outside the Earth, it is considered as
potential evidence of life beyond that is humanly comprehensible.
Form and drawing complement each other in Milena Pirštelienė ceramic works.
Artistic production is dominated by minimalist architectural objects and the use of
graphic drawings. The objects remind of black-and-white pictures and create the
illusion of the past. An important part of her work is self-reflection and an attempt
to learn oneself better, integrate varied personal experiences, explore the surrounding environment and create her symbols. Important themes are duality and
contradictions, temporality, recurring dreams, inner human emotions, and fears.
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Rafal Piesliak (Lithuania)
From the series Memories. 2019
Steel, ceramics, brass, electrical installation

From the series Broken. 2019
Steel, ceramics

In the series “Memories” and “Broken,” the sculptor Rafal Piesliak uses old,
broken, or cracked dishes, referring to different eras and cultural contexts. Embarking from the traditional Japanese pottery repair technique of Kintsugi, the
author resurrects obsolete utensils to new life by giving them a new sculptural
body. This way artist reflects upon problems of novelty, aesthetics, tradition, and
change while preserving what is close to him.
Rafal Piesliak is a conceptual artist creating spatial installations and objects. His
work can be divided into several periods, each of which devotes creative energy to
developing a particular theme. These thematic cycles seem to overflow into each
other and are tightly linked by ideas. One of the most important and longest-explored themes of R. Piesliak’s work involves the connection of human well-being
and emotions with the surrounding environment. The series of recent works by
R. Piesliak highlights the themes of synthesis, memory, and communication.
The author is represented by the gallery (AV17).

Photo credits: Andrius Grigalaitis
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Neringa Poškutė-Jukumienė (Lithuania)
Kitchen. 2019
Installation. Enamel, steel. 2 necklaces, 5 brooches, 3 rings, 1 bracelet
Installation “The Kitchen”. Being a host gives one all the rights and the rewards
at once, so why even bother building the towers? Even a dirty stack of plates will
not betray your “chefness” if not for the ingenious playfulness of the “gold-plated” edges. Enameled dishes, most of which are relics of the Soviet era, pose as
adornments and thus aesthetically and sensitively become a jewelry collection,
where even the tiniest leftover bits of food would give away the sin.
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Paulius Rukas (Lithuania)
In situ. 2021
Accessory collection. 5 objects. Black soil, gold foil, oxidized silver, steel
In situ (in position) refers to the accidental traces of history that have survived
until our time and serve as clues to our past. The remains of an ancestral culture that have survived on the earth for hundreds of years, documentation of the
sites provide essential scientific knowledge and help researchers reconstruct the
past. However, in situ, as an object, offers information about the arrangement of
archaeological artifacts and a natural aesthetic form, captured in photographs
or sketches. Interpretation of these documents depends on the context and the
chosen point of view: what if we artistically appraise and translate the work of
historians into the language of jewelry? This question is the central axis of the In
situ project.
Thus, based on archeological research, the In Situ project provides an opportunity
to rethink the culture in which we live and integrate traces of the past into current
reality. This living past requires constant thought experiments which prevent history from turning into a preserved idol of canonical view.
The author seeks inspiration in the rich and systematic data of the Lithuanian archeology research of the second part of the XX century. The aesthetic features of
the documents attracted the attention of the artist while browsing the archives.
There is evidence that excavation documentation was used for creative practice
and testing ground for artistic experimentation for the students of the Vilnius Art
Institute.
These archival documents provide information about the results of archeological
research, serve as a testimony to accidentally aesthetic in situ situations, and
produce an opportunity for further artistic experiments. Therefore, in the pieces
observer will not find attempts to restore the alleged authenticity of archeological
artifacts - the collection is a free play with the material experience of the history
and focused on integrating these traces into our daily life.
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Vidmina Stasiulytė (Lithuania)
Sound to Wear. 2020
Installation. 6 interactive body-objects
Fashion is primarily a visual ontology consisting of definitions, theory, and methods that are based on visual language. This research revises fashion by approaching it from a different—sonic—perspective wherein sound is considered not as a
negative aspect but as a potential source of a new theory and facilitator of the evolution of new methods. Sound is thus presented not as a secondary quality of designed objects, but as the main idea-generator. The research opens new avenues
for design thinking with ears rather than eyes. Rethinking aesthetics and shifting
from the visual to the sonic dimension opened up for a new and unexpected concept—sonic expression. This suggested new ways of approaching fashion practice
through the exploration of an artistic research methodology at the intersection
of fashion, sound art, and sound phenomenology, seeking to extend the potential
of alternative fashion expressions. The research findings challenge existing theory with new terms, definitions, methods, and tools, and show the importance of
understanding fashion as a platform for new knowledge production and critical
thinking, along with unlearning and rethinking preconceptions of what dress is
and could be. Furthermore, the results have implications for ways of thinking in
design in relation to e.g. diverse communities such as the visually impaired.
Vidmina Stasiulytė (Lithuania) is a researcher, lecturer, and artist whose work
merges the field of non-visual aesthetics, sound embodiment, somatic design,
and social inclusion. Her background is interdisciplinary—she graduated with
Bachelor in Fashion Design and continued her Master’s project on Sound in Photography and Media Art at Vilnius Academy of Arts. These two later merged into a
Sonic Fashion when doing the doctoral research. She received her Ph.D. from The
Swedish School of Textiles (within the international doctoral training programme
ArcIntexETN), the University of Borås in 2020. Vidmina’s doctoral thesis “Wearing
Sound: Foundations of Sonic Design” investigated the dressed body as a temporal form and sonic expression. Publications and research presentations include
articles on nonvisual aesthetics, sensory design, and alternative design methods,
which were presented in different journals and conferences in Sweden, Lithuania,
Germany, France, Australia, United Kingdom, Turkey, Canada, and Pakistan. Her
Ph.D. research was granted by the European Union’s Horizon 2020 Research and
Innovation programme under the Marie Sklodowska-Curie grant agreement.
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Gediminas Šibonis (Lithuania)
Metamorphosis. 2021
Performance
in collaboration with composer Raimundas Eimontas, ceramic artist Eimontas
Dainius Janauskis, graphic artist Kristina Gedminaitė Ingram
This is an image of emotional change that uses elements of culture and nature.
The performance integrates different creative processes, uses clay and music
originating in the Molėtai area.
The individual model is gradually transformed into a sculpture by working and
cutting clay against the background of musical improvisation. As the clay dries,
the body frees itself from the clay armor and acquires a new image. The performance creates a burst of unexpected associations and emotions.
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Jan Tepe (Germany)
Potentials of virtual spaces for designing
dress. 2019-2021
Digital artefacts
The presented artifacts were developed with an explorative approach in mind to
identify possibilities and limitations of Virtual Reality technologies (VR) for designing and experiencing dress. Oculus Quest VR devices combined with immersive 3D sketching applications such as Google Tilt Brush or Gravity Sketch were
used as creative sketching and prototyping software to design dress in immersive
digital environments. Observations and reﬂections were made during and after
the design process with regards to materialities, features, and techniques for designing dress that deviate from designing dress in physical environments. The
reﬂections made, based on observations and comparisons, suggested alternative
ways of designing and experiencing dress at the intersection of physical and digital environments that are made possible through VR technology. Designing and
experiencing dress as digital content that can be physically engaged with gave
rise to questions such as how big or small dress could be to be worn, how one
could experience digital dress on one’s body or what purpose dress have if they
consist of bits and bytes rather than cotton, wool or silk. The presented artifacts
and the reﬂections made suggested fundamental artistic possibilities for digital
technology that signiﬁcantly inﬂuenced the development of the author’s research
program.
Jan Tepe joined the University of Borås, Swedish School of Textiles, in September
2019 as a doctoral student in fashion design. His doctoral research focuses on the
potential inﬂuence extended reality technologies could have on the fashion design
ﬁeld with regards to design methods informed by digital possibilities as well as
the meaning and function of dress at the intersection of the physical and digital.
Prior to his doctoral studies, Jan Tepe graduated with a Masters of Arts in Fashion
Design from the University of the Arts Berlin, Germany in 2018 and worked as a
researcher at the Design Research Lab Berlin until he started his doctoral studies
in Sweden.

Photo credits: Jan Tepe
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Clemens Thornquist (Sweden)
Resilience — irregular knotted structures.
2021
Installation. Sculpture, photography
The work explores knotted irregular structures as an example of heterogenic
modular design. It proposes an alternative to homogenized modular design approaches that may have less systems tolerance because of functions and expressions. As a principle of an irregular structure, the knotted structure has aesthetic
tolerance to imperfection, availability, asymmetry and economy. It may also be
more readily available for one with mediocre skills and no sophisticated tools.
Clemens Thornquist is a professor in fashion design at the Swedish School of
Textiles, University of Borås. Thornquist’s research spans fashion, art and organization with the aim to develop fashion design through experimental research
methods. Focus of the research is to develop new foundations for fashion design
through methodological developments published in several forms of educational
tools and volumes. Thornquist is also the Adjunct Professor at the RMIT, School
of Architecture and Design.

Photo credits: Vidmina Stasiulytė
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Julijonas Urbonas (Lithuania)
A Planet of People. 2018
3-channel video, software concept and extraterrestrial design
Concept and extraterrestrial design: Julijonas Urbonas
3D simulation: Pointer Studio (Asya Sukhorukova and Jakob Schlötter)
“A Planet of People” is an artistic and scientific feasibility study of an artificial
planet made entirely of human bodies. Human bodies would be sent to a particular location in space, namely one of the Lagrange points in an empty, weightless, super cold, and dark vacuum, then frozen bodies would float freely until the
weak gravities make them assemble into a blob. A new human biomass planet is
formed.
Playing with variables such as the quantity of bodies and time, the project speculates upon such extraterrestrial structure’s aesthetic, ethical, and scientific aspects. What spatial shapes would it be possible to engineer? How would a landscape look like on such a planet? What biochemical processes would it undergo,
and would it form its ecosystem eventually? What would be the ethical, cultural,
and political implications?
In this exhibition, three displays screen the renderings of the 3D scientific simulations developed especially for this occasion. They are a choreographic-cumarchitectural rehearsals of the space program investigating how different postures, the points of contact, and orientation in space give birth to certain
spatial structures.
The first display shows the emulated astrophysical circumstances under which
a number of human bodies react with each other and form a planetary body. The
process is sped up for visual purposes.
The second display shows a randomized contact dance of the bodies in zero gravity. The bodies rub and bump against each other, thereby changing their projectiles
or connecting and forming collective spatial patterns.
The third display features a spatial pattern generator fed by the 3D models of different human bodies. Every several seconds it generates different postures and
connects the bodies via randomly chosen contact points, forming unique assemblages.
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Kathryn Walters (New Zeeland)
Transforming patterns. 2017
Textile object
This experimental textile was designed to explore the effects of different ratios
of warp and weft, scale, and layer transposition on the surface patterning and
three-dimensional form of a single textile. Textural variations affecting the appearance of the patterning and the three-dimensional form were created by varying the proportions of warp and weft between the front and back layers in certain
areas.
The result is a textile with surfaces which both undulate smoothly, and buckle. In
some areas, the weft strains to cover the warp, while in others it escapes completely, turning in loops and spirals before re-entering the woven structure. This
is an expression due entirely to the behaviour of the textile as a complex system:
the textile making itself.
Kathryn Walters is a Ph.D. researcher in the field of smart textile design. Her work
explores woven textiles as complex systems, capable of transformative and reactive behaviour based on the synergistic combination of their materials and structure, while simultaneously seeking to investigate the potential three-dimensional
morphologies that can arise and derive from flat-woven textiles. Her research
aims to demonstrate the potential for emergent behaviour as an alternative to
electronic smart textiles.

Photo credits: Kathryn Walters
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Saulius Valius (Lithuania)
Carpe diem. 2019
Installation. Programmable RGB tape
In Saulius Valius’s installation, colors facilitate the opening of unfamiliar emotions, time, and space. The changing colors create the impression of flying above
the Earth and floating in the infinity of space. The impression is enhanced by the
mirrors installed in this area during the reconstruction. The gravitational force
not only “binds” galaxies but also surrounds and permeates the “gravitating”
visitor in this space.
Saulius Valius - artist, exhibition architect, and curator, founder of “Ekspobalta”.
In 2018 S. Valius created a new scenario and concept of the Lithuanian Museum
of Ethnocosmology exhibits and was the creative group leader for the project implementation. The idea is based on unlocking multiple layers of experience while
adding knowledge about our Universe.
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Jolanta Vazalinskienė (Lithuania),
Eglė Ganda Bogdanienė (Lithuania)
Forever disposable. 2021
Resin, cellulose fiber
Fragment of the project, incinerated waste slag from PLLC Fortum Klaipėda
The project consists of a collection of disposable clothes reminiscent of the pandemic, quarantine, hospitals, and waiting for the vaccine. The collection reflects
the emotional experiences of humanity throughout 2020-2021: permeating fear
,
anxiety, mistrust, fragility, unpredictability. It is complemented by a series of
orig-inal accessories created from the leftovers of the waste incineration
process from PLLC Fortum Klaipėda – “the waste of the waste” and naturally
grown molds. The collaboration inspired this collection of accessories with
Klaipeda University pro-fessor dr. Jolanta Janutėniene, discussing the
synergies between science and art.
Bottom ash – slag formed during the fuel incineration process in PLLC Fortum
Klaipėda can be used in the cement industry, disposed of in a landfill, or applied
in unexpected and unique ways to produce art objects and accessories. Raw slag
contains various substances such as sand, glass, porcelain, and metals, like
iron, steel, aluminum, zinc, copper, and the like. By applying translucent resins
for join-ing pieces of slag, various patterns, surfaces, and shapes can be
obtained.

Photo credits: Jolanta Vazalinskienė
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Margareta Zetterblom (Sweden),
Kristina Fridh (Sweden),
Paula Femenias (Sweden)
Urban Materiality—Towards New Collaborations
in Textile and Architectural Design. 2019
Textile object
The work presents a prototype of sound absorbing façade module in three layers.
The outer layer of the module is made in the tufting technique, the two separate
underlaying layers are non-woven materials. In the artistic research project Urban
Materiality—Towards New Collaborations in Textile and Architectural Design, the
design of woven and knitted structures was compared with the formation of facades
and building constructions. In the project, “the curtain” and “the carpet” were used
as metaphors. The research explores in which way facades can be dressed by textile
modules, based on architect Gottfried Semper’s principle of “dressing” from the
19th century (Semper, 2004; 2010), but also on traditional Japanese architecture
where spaces are formed through layers. In the research field of textile architecture, new methods and techniques were developed, and the textile facade modules
were designed and produced as a part of the exploration of both the visual and sound
landscapes in urban environments bridging theory with practice (Fridh, Zetterblom
and Femenias, 2019).
Margareta Zetterblom is a textile designer and researcher. Her main interest is in
the sound affecting properties of textiles, which she started to work with during her
Ph.D. education and presented in the Ph.D. thesis, Textile sound design. Margareta
works as a lecturer in Textile Design at the Swedish School of Textiles, University of
Borås. She is also a program coordinator for the BA program in Textile Design. As
a researcher, Margareta has recently worked on the project Urban Materiality—Towards New Collaborations in Textile and Architectural Design, founded by The Swedish Research Council, with practice-based research in the form of sound-absorbing
textiles as façade material in an urban environment. In this research project, Margareta collaborated with the architect prof. Kristina Fridh, Konstfack, and the architect and senior lecturer prof. Paula Femenias, Chalmers University of Technology.

Photo credits: Faseeh Saleem
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Birutė Zokaitytė (Lithuania)
Lunar Laboratories: The moon. 2019
Light boxes, plastic, printing
The main heroine of the paintings, a woman-girl, thinks in dreams and memories.
The artist describes and draws the content of her consciousness, revealing the
phenomena hidden in it. They are evident in everyday details and works, in selfsearch, and in identification with different social groups. According to the philosopher E. Husserl, “although we cannot be sure regarding the independent existence of things, yet we know that they appear directly in our consciousness, and it
is unimportant whether the thing we are experiencing is real or just an illusion.”
Therefore, it is irrelevant and uninteresting to explain who the girl is, how old she
is, what is her name, and if the content in her consciousness has equivalents in
the real world. Even if she is “the girl of all girls,” - she already is a phenomenon
in herself. The process by which the artist explores this phenomenon is a simulation of a scientific-artistic experiment. There is noticeable isolation from ordinary
every day: the girl has likely matured, grown-up, and her consciousness is currently filled with space stations, satellites, black holes, and the rough
surface of the moon.
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Monika Žaltauskaitė-Grašienė (Lithuania)
Sulfur and hydrogen. 2021
Textile objects, polyester, cotton, metalized thread, digital jacquard weaving
At first, there was a silence, which turned into a vibration. Two bodies, two chemical elements, merged. Hydrogen, which reacts with many elements, and sulfur
as an explosion. This image comes from the past, frozen in time, yet persistently
recurring. Such are things that cannot be explained, only intuitively perceived.
Such are ripples in the air, and you know it is there.
M. Žaltauskaitė-Grašienė represents contemporary textile art. Her works are
characterized by a conceptual approach to textiles, aesthetics, and high-quality
production, demonstrating the synthesis of traditional craft and modern production technologies. The author grounds her work on a sensitive, close observation
of individual and life processes. Its text[ual] reality provides another landmark in
contemporary art. Artist has been praised as a “textile architect”, “master of digital
jacquard weaving ”. Art critic O. Žukauskienė describes M. Žaltauskaitė-Grašienė
work as “highlighting textile reality woven from the threads of human physical,
psychological and social texture”.
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